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PREFACE

The purpose of this thesis Is to stiow that the
quantity theory of money, is expressed In the transactions
approach to the quantity theory, was the underlying basis
for the monetary policies and beliefs In the United States
from 1873 to 1893.
Libraries are, to a great extent, burdened with a
multiplicity of economic history books describing the American scene, all ol which say essentially the same thing.
The traditional approach has been to relate the events,
collect a host of statistics on prices and the supply of
money, and speak rather casually about Inflationists m%d
deflationists without attempting to explain fully why car*
tain groups were Interested In Inflation or deflation.

It

seems to me that If students are going to really understand
the history during 1873 and 1893, then they must be familiar with the economic doctrines which w ro popular during
that period.
Any historical event, as seen through different
eyes. Is open to various Interpretations,

it Is easy to

look back with a smug attitude and point to tlie follies of
the past.

It is also very easy to examine the nineteenth

century through twentieth century eyes, forgetting that
conditions have changed and that economic a^owledge has
been expanded.

I hope that I have made neither of these

errors.
11
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Another difficulty that is encountered In this kind
of study is In regard to the source material.

The writers

during the last decades of the nineteenth century In the
current magazines and newspapers were not very careful In
their articles.

In many Instances doci mentation was lack-

ing. The use of name calling and Innuendo was very common.
This, of course, sounds very rmtch like Journalism today,
but It Is much easier to check references In current articles than those In nineteenth century magazines.

Because

of definite limitations on time and materials, I was not
able to check all the nineteenth century references. Many
old magazines were Impossible to obtain.
In this thesis I am not trying to prove or disprove
the quantity theory of money.

Other v^rIters, such as Wes-

ley C. Mitchell In his The History of Greenbacks, have
attempted this very ably.

Nor am I concerned with Justify-

ing any of the laws or opinions of that period*

My purpose

Is merely to explain why the events took place and why the
opinions were held.

To do this, I will have to approach

the problem with nineteenth century economic theory.
The first phase of this thesis includes Chapter::
One and Two,

In those Chapters I have developed the quan-

tity theory of money by using two pre-class leal economists,
John Locke and Richard Cantlllon, and three classical economists, David RIcardo, John Stuart Mill, and John R, McCulloch.

These men were the leading exponents of the quantity
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theory In Europe and did much to develop the theory.

It Is

Is followed by a discussion of two American economists,
Francis Walker and Simon Newcorr^, and their contribution
to the quantity theory.
The 5€icond phase of the thesis Is an exposition
of the economic events of a monetary nature.

Throughout

the discussion explanations of current monetary opinions
are Included.

The relationships between the political

movements and the economic conditions are explained.
In Chapter Four the conclusions are given.

Here I

have attempted to give the reasons behind the different
laws and political movements.

I have attempted to show

that both sides of the monetary conflicts were infected,
either knowingly or unknowingly, with the quantity theory
of money.
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CHAPTER I
DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUANTITY THEORY OF MONEY
Introduction
During most of the nineteenth century and the
early years of the twentieth century, monetary theory was
concerned almost exclusively with the dotar^.lnation of the
value of money or the general price level. This was the
period In which classical economics

reigned.

The primary

purpose of monetary analysis during this period was to
explain the purchasing power of money and the general
price level.
The quantity theory of money Is perhaps the oldest
of the theories purporting to explain the value of money.
Crude statements of It are found at least as far back as
Roman writings, for as early as 200 A. D. Julius Paulus
stated his belief that the value of money depends on Its
quantity.

It became better developed during the seven-

teenth century, and during the eighteenth century it received clear formulations from such writers as Bodin,
Cantlllon, and Hume.

^ By classical economics I am referring to that
body of economic thought which began with Adam Smith and
lasted until Alfred Marshall.
2 Irving Fisher, The Purchasing Power of Money,
(2d ed.i Now York! Macmlllan Co., 1^20), p. 14.

In modern textbooks It Is customary to explain the
quantity theory from two approaches.

There are the "trans-

actions approach** and *'the cash-balance approach,**

The

transactions approach seems to be more popular In the
United States, whereas In England the cash-balance approach
seems the more popular.

(Actually there Is no fundamental

difference between t o tv^o approaches, except for the matter of emphasis.)

The transaction theorists emphasize the

Immediate determinants of the value of money, i. e., the
average quantity of money available, the average velocity,
and the volume of trade.

On the other hand, the cash-

balance theorists place their emphasis on the supply of
and demand for money.
For the purposes of this presentation, the quantity theory will be developed in terms of the transactions
approach, since It was essentially this approach vfhich wa::
popular during the period under consideration.
Quantity Theory
The fundamental proposition may be stated generally
as follows3

other things remaining the saiTie, the general

level of prices varies In direct propMDrtion to the su^jply
of money, and In inverse proportion to the demand for
money.

What has come to be known as the equation of ex-

change is frequently used iu a starting point to demonstrate this relationship as follows: MV « PT.

In this

equation M Is the average quantity of all kinds of money
available throughout a year or other period of time. V
Is the velocity of money or the average number of times
each unit of M Is spent for goods and services during the
same period of time.

Thus MV Is the supply of money or

the total of money expenditures for all goods and services
On the right side of the equation are P and T,
where T Is the volume of trade measuring the physical
volume of things for which money Is spent, generally expressed as an Index number, and where P Is the average
price per unit of T»

PT, then. Is the money value of the

goods and services sold during the period*
The equation of exchange Is simply a truisms
money spent equals money received*

To express the same

thing In a more sophisticated manner. It could be said
that the aggregate value of money given In exchange for
goods and services during a given period of time Is equal
to the money value of the goods and services given In
exchange for the money.
The In^rtant task at this stage Is to determine
the dependent and Independent variables In the equation.
The transactions approach assumes P to be the dependent
variable! thus the equation Is transposed so that P « llL .
P Is the passive factor and exercises no Influence in
bringing about changes In M, V, and T.
are the Independent variables.

Therefore, they

In the formula P » ^

,

It can be seen that the general price level will vary
directly with M and V and Inversely with T,
In general, and **other things being equal,** the
following relationships derived from the equation above
are In order.

If MV Is Increased and there Is no change

In T, then the genera] price level will rise. Further,
if the demand for money Increases (T) and there Is no
increase in Its supply, the general price level must fall
in Inverse proportion to the demand for money.
The economic world did not receive a complete
statement and analysis of the quantity theory until 1911,
when Irving Fisher published The Purchasing Power of Money
The roots of the theory, however, can be easily seen in
the writings of such pre-classlcal economists as John
Locke, John Law, Sir Dudley North, George Berkeley,
Richard Cantlllon, and David Hume.

The theory was refined

to a great degree by David RIcardo, John Stuart Mill, and
J. R. McCulloch, leading classical economists.
Pre-classlcal Doctrine
John Locke
John Locke made his most Inr^rtant contribution
to monetary theory v/lth two essays:

Consequences of the

Lowering of interests and Raising the Value of Money (1691),

and Further Considerations Concerning Raising the Value
of Honey (1696).

Locke was concerned In these two essays

with such problems as the interest rate, the supply of
money and the level of trade activity, and the determination of the market value of money.

Locke has been re-

garded as the first English economist who described at
the same time the essential elements of the quantity
theory of money.3
Locke definitely felt that the trading activity
of the day was dependent upon the supply of money available to carry on such transactions.

To reduce the supply

of money was tantamount to reducing the volume of trade,
the Implication being that prices would fall and business
would become unprofitable.

He Implied In his discussions

on the Interest rate that a direct relationship existed
between the supply of money and the actual volume of trade.
Locke argued further that a scarcity of money would raise
Interest rates so high that traders would be discouraged
from borrowing.

One of the main themes of Locke*s mone-

tary theory was that there was a certain amount of money
necessary to maintain a certain level of trade. He argued:

Douglas Vlckers, Studies In the Theory of Ktoney,
1690-1776, (Philadelphia: Chilton" Company, 1959), p. 44.
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This shews the necessity of some proportion of money
to trade: but what proportion that Is, Is hard to
determine; because ft depends not barely on the quantity of money, but the quickness of Its circulation.^
Here he Introduced the cor^cept of velocity which
could offset to some d^&xe^^ i^ shortage of money.

In fact,

Locke maintained th^^t perhaps It would be better to have
less money and a More rapid turnover of money.

He advo-

cated shorter i>ayment periods. I.e., monthly rents rather
than yearly, so that money would change hands wiore often.
Locke was also concerned with the value of money.
What Is the determining factor?

Two statements from his

essays very clearly Indicate that he placed primary emphasis on the supply of money In relation to Its demand.
The measure of the value of money, in proportion to
anything purchaseable by It, Is the quantity of the
ready money we have In comparison with the quantity
of that thing and Its \fenti or which amounts to the
same thing, the price of any commodity rises or falls
by the proportion of the number of buyers and sellers.
. • . the value of money In respect of those (commodities) depends only on the plenty or the scarcity
of money. In proportion to the plenty and scarcity
of those things . . .5
To review briefly. It can be seen that Locke laid
a firm groundwork for future development of the quantity

^ ibid,, p, 57.
^ Ibid., p. 62.

theory by explaining both the relationship of nK»ney to
velocity and the concept that value is determined by
supply.
Richard CantII loiu
Richard Cantlllon was a merchant and a banker.
He traveled widely and studied the financial systems of
Europe firsthand.

His Insights Into monetary and finan-

cial transactions were very much advanced for his day.
CantiI Ion published his great work EsseI In 1755. in
this he stated that Locke had seen that an abundance of
money makes everything dear, but Locke had not considered
how this abundance of money would affect prices.
In his analysis Cantlllon proceeded from the
assuiT^tlon of an autonaix>us Increase In the supply of
money In circulation.

Assume that a state discovers gold

and silver deposits within Its borders.
All this money, whether lent or spent, will enter
into circulation and will not fall to raise the
price of products and merchandise In all channels
of circulation %^ich It enters. Increased money
will bring increased expenditure and this will
cause an increase of market prices.^
The proprietors and workers of these nines v/lll
receive Increased Incomes through profits and higher wages

^ ikli«« P* 205.
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and they will either co.isur. i their funds or lend them.
Regardless of which happens, the Increased money will
increase prices. The dearness which results from the
Increased quantity of money vlll be affected by the
rapidity of circulation In the state. Soir^ prices will
rise more than others, depending upon the consumer
preferences.
Cantlllon was also very much aware of the Importance of velocity In his analysis. Reductions in the
quantity of money may not cause reductions In prices If
the velocity of circulation Increases to offset the r- duct Ion in the supply of money.
In summary. It should be emphasized that Cantlllon
Introduced two very Important concepts In monetary thinking.

First, the prices which rise will depend upon which

group Is responsible for Introducing the new money Into
the economy, and secondly, which prices rise will also
depend upon the diff ^ren„ consumption patterns of the
Income recipients. Nevertheless, prices will rise In an
economy If the quantity of money is Increased.
Classical Theorists
A great deal of work v/as done on monetary theory
by the pre-classlcal writers, but it was not until Adam
Smith, David RIcardo, and John Stuart Mill that the quantity theory was refined to any degree.

After S.ilth

published his Wealth of Nations In 1776, economics became
more popular.

The first writer to consider In the classi-

cal period for his contribution to the quantity theory Is
David RIcardo.
David RIcardo
Since Fisher gives RIcardo the chief credit for
launching the quantity theory It Is appropriate^ that the
analysis begin with him.

RIcardo began Chapter 27 of his

Principles of Political Economy and Taxation with this
sentence:
So much has alreadv been written on currency that of
those who give their attention to such subjects none
but the prejudiced are Ignorant of Its true principles.'
According to RIcardo a country can never have a
circulation of money "so abundant as to overflo\;,"° for
the value of the money vill decrease when the supply of
It Is Increased and the value of money will be raised by
diminishing Its quantity.
Perhaps one of the most quoted of RIcardo's statements In regard to the quantity theory Is from his Reply

Fisher, 0£. cit., p. 26,
Q

David RIcardo, Principles of Political Econany
and Taxation> (London: J. M. Dent Sons, m.d.j. Everyman's Library Series, p, 238.
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to Bosanquet In which he stated:
That commodities would rise or fall In price. In
proportion to the Increase or diminution of money,^
I assume as a fact which Is Incontrovertible . . .^
Price, therefore, varies very definitely according
to changes In the quantity of money employed In a country.
Does paper money behave in the same manner as metallic
money?

RIcardo maintained that It makes no difference

which type Is used because the effects will be the same.
The value of coins can be raised to any value desired,
merely by limiting the quantity Issued.
ciple applies to paper money.

The same prin-

In fact, the val.je of paper

money can be raised to a par with coin or bullion by limiting quantity.*^
The seed of the quantity theory was firmly planted
by RIcardo; It was cultivated and brought to full bloom
during this period by John Stuart Mill.
John Stuart Mill
in Book III of Mill's Principles of Political
Economy the quantity theory analysis is developed with

^ Ibid.
^^ David RIcardo, Works, ed. Plero Snaffa (Cambridge: Royal Economic Society, 1951), III, 193.
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great precision.

Mill began by stating that the value of

money Is the purchasing power of money, and the value of
money varies Inversely to general prices.^^
The purchasing power of money, or Its value, Is
determined by the forces of supply and demand.

The supply

of money Is not the total supply, however, but the quantity of It which people are willing to spend, that Is, the
amount In circulation at the time. The demand for nx)ney
Is equal to the goods offered for sale, or expressed In
Mi I P s terms, ** every seller of goods Is a buyer of money. " ^
Assume, as Mill does, that a market has stable
prices.

Now introduce a foreigner with a great treasure

of gold and silver coins. When he begins to spend these
coins the supply of money will be Increased and the goods
on which he spends these funds will have their prices
raised.

This would be amplified throughout the economy,

for not only would the prices of those items rise, hut the
prices of all other Items would rise.

The rise in prices

would be In proportion to the Increase In the supply of
money.

Mill made a great Issue of this point, that prices

•' RIcardo, Principles of Political Economy and
Taxation, p. 238.
^^ John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political
Economy, (New York? Co-op^r^ ; W e Publication Society,

1900), n, 12.

"^

^'
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would Increase or decrease In the same proportion as the
Increase or decrease In quantity of money In circulation.
It Is to be remarked that this ratio would be ?<cisely that In which the quantity of money had been
Increased. If the whole money In circulation was
doubled, prices would be doubled. If It was only
Increased one-fourth, prices would rise one-fourth.'^
Mill stated that although some prices may rise
more tnari others, the rise Ir. general prices would be the
same as the Increase In money.

Here, Mill Is apparently

anticipating the transactions approach, for he definitely
made price the dependent variable and money the Independent
variable In his analysis. Money is actlvei price is
passive.
The analysis thus far has been the same as RIcardo's analysis.

But Mill developed the quantity theory

further In a very Important respect that Is reminiscent
of Locke and Cantlllon.

Mill Included velocity, or

**rapldlty of circulation,"'^ to use his terms.
The previous discussion Indicated that the money
Is spent only once.

This Is not the case, however, for

the s»ne piece of money may be spent many, many times within a given period.

^^ M±*»

Therefore, not only Is the quantity of

P* 13.

^^ ifeii-* p. 15,
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money Important, but the average number of times that each
piece of money Is spent.
Mill stated It this way:
Consequently, the amount of goods and or transactions
being the same, the value of money Is Inversely as Its
quantity multiplied by what is called the rapidity of
circulation. Is equal to the money value of all tne
goods sold, divided by the number which expresses the
rapidity of circulation.15
Thereforie, he would say. If a country has goods
valued at a million pounds and If money chi. ged hands on
an average of ten times, then a country would need only
L100,000 to circulate those goods.

It would be possible

from this to devise the equation that was mentioned earlier:

P

«

AY.. , P will be affected either by a change

of M, V, or T.

Although several refinements are necessary,

here Is essentially the transactions approach to t<: quantity theory of money.
John Ramsey McCulloch
McCulloch's thinking on the quantity theory of
money can be found In many parts of his Principles of
Pol 11ica1 Economy.

He seemed, however, to be concerned

primarily with the effects of Increases or decreases of
the money supply on the economy as a whole, rather than

^^ IfeM-- P- 17.
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any particular effect on prices. The important point to
be considered Is the direction of the change.
During periods when the quantity of money is increasing, the prices of commodities will be increasing.
(McCulloch does not say In what proportion, however.)
Increasing prices will stimulate the demand for lobor and.
In turn, there will be an "unusual degree of activity and
Invention among the Industrous classes.**'^ An increasing
supply of money will reduce the burden of taxes, rents,
and other fixed money payments on the productive classes.
This tends to stimulate more economic activity, for profits
will be increased with reduced fixed payments since manufacturers, merchants, and farmers will receive Increased
prices for their produce.
Of course, fundholders, landlords, holders of
mortgages, and those on fixed Incomes will suffer "universally In proportion to the fall in value of money,"'^
since their incomes will not respond to changes In the
value of money during relatively short periods of time.
Merchants, farmers, and manufacturers will benefit through
a fall In the value of money.

Is this good or bad?

McCulloch put It this way:

'^ Ibid.
•' John Ramsey McCulloch, Principles of Political
Economy, 4th ed.| Edinburgh: Adams and Charles Black,
1349, p. 557.
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What this group loses by a fall in the value of money
Is qaIned by others—by those who are actively engaged
In Industrious undertakings, and whose prosperity is
always supposed to be Identical with that of the public,
A depreciated currency lightens taxes «nd all other
fixed charges thus Increasing their profits and this
Increased profit spurs them to more production and a
greater demand for labor.18
After explaining the advantages which accrue to
an economy from an expansion of the money supply, McCulloch was quick to add that he did not favor Increasing
the quantity of money through legislative a^sactment. On
the contrary, the only way benefits can occur Is through
a natural or fortuitous Increase In the -upply.
By combining the statements of RIcardo, Mill, and
McCulloch, a rather crude, yet workable, concept of the
effects of changes In the supply of money on the economy
can be seen.

Although the three writers discussed were

Europeans, the principles apply and were applied In the
development of the American concept of the quantity
theory.

18 Ibid., p. 558.

CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUANTITY THEORY IN THE UNITED STATES
The quantity theory of money was developed In the
United States In the late nineteenth century by two very
able economists, Francis A. Walker and Simon Newcomb, plus
several writers of lesser importance.

With the exception

of Newcomb, It seems that the writers of the day were developing the theory In order to prove a particular point
concerning the monetary policies of the day.
Francis A, Walker
Walker entered the teaching profession with a very
distinguished background.

During the Civil War he reached

the rank of brevet-brlgadler general, and In 1869 he was
placed in charge of the United States Bureau of Statistics
at the age of tv/enty-nlne.

}n 1872 he was appointed pro-

fessor of political economy at the newly organized Sheffield Scientific School. Wit'« his background and reputation built while In govermnent service. Walker spoke with
great authority, and his conception of money became the
accepted one for the day.
He defined money as:
, ., . that which passes freely from hand to hand
.
throughout the community, in the final discharge
16
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of debts and full paytnent for commodities.^
After defining money. Walker developed the qur.r.tlty theory of money, which he felt to be merely au expres«
sion of the general law of supply and demand.

Walker

maintained that the law of supply and demand was a general
law mid would apply to all commodities, even money.
It Is not, therefore, for those who hold this theory
to prove their case. It rests upon the critics of
that theory to show some reason why a principle,
admitted to be otherwise of universal application,
should be suspected of failing at this point.^
Walker believed that the reason many did not adhere to the quantity theory could be found In the difficulty of defining the terms "supply" and "demand" when
the terms were used with reference to money.

In each

community there Is a certain amount of money work to be
done, and the money work that needs to be done constitutes
the demand for money.
This money function requires a certain quantity
of money and a smaller amount than that required will
cause persoial Inconvenience and economic loss to the

• Francis A. Walker, Discussions In Economics and
Statistics. (New York: Henry Holt and Co., l899), I, 211,
* Joseph Dorfman, The Economic Mind In American
Civilization. (New York: Viking Press, l§45). III, lOS,
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community.

The question, then, naturally arises. Is the

demand for money, or is the money function, determined
merely by the amount of goods to be exchanged?
says no.

Walker

Many goods may be exchanged through barter or

credit transactions.

Besides knowing the amount of goods

which must be exchanged outside of barter and credit
transactions, one needs to know how often each commodity
may be exchanged before deciding the demand for money.
On the supply side, a similar Investigation needs
to be made.

The supply of money Is not determined solely

by the number of pieces of money of certain denominations
available to do the money work, but the number of times
each piece Is

USCKI,

also be known.

or the rapidity of circulation, must

This rapidity of clrc*jlatlon would vary

from country to country, depending upon the development
of the systems of communications and transportation, A
country that was advanced In Its communications and transportation system could expect velocity to be larger than
in a backward country.

An Increase In V would have the

same effect as an Increase In M.
Since supply and demand determine the value of
other commodities, supply and demand determine the value
of money.

If money Is Increased very suddenly, prices of

commodities will Increase until production can adjust to
the Increase.

Until this adjustment Is made, the economy

19
will suffer from inflation.

Similarly, If the money sup-

ply Is suddenly reduced, prices of products will fall
until production can adapt to the lower level of business
activity.

Business will be In a depression.

When the demand for and the supply of money are thus
stated and explained. It Is difficult to see how any
economist can take exception to the proposition that,
other conditions remaining the same, an increase In
the quantity of money must raise prices and a decrease
In the quantity of money must lower prices.3
Iker opposed the demonetization of silver In
1873 and his explanation of this disapproval gives a
striking demonstration of the quantity theory.
tained that the money function works both ways:

He mainan In-

crease In the supply of money raises prices, a decrease
in the supply of money decreases prices. When the money
supply Is reduced, as Walker maintained that It was In
1873, the effect Is to Increase the burden of all debts
and fixed charges.

Since the margin Of profits In most

businesses is so small, any enhancement of fixed charges
Is tantamount to failure.

Falling prices will reduce

profits first, and since profits are the motive for enterprise and production, falling prices usually means falling
businesses.

3 Walker, o£. cit., p. 212.
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Suffocation, strangulation are words hardly too
strong to express the agony of the Industrial body
when embraced In the fatal colls of a contracting
money supply.4
Since Walker opposed the demonetization of silver
and any contraction of the money supply. It

WOUIJ

seem

that he would advocate Issues of government paper money.
Apparently, this was not the care, for he Indicated that
for a government to propose Inflation to scale down the
weight of public debts was a moral Issue,5

However, like

J. R. McCulloch, he approved any natural Increase In the
supply of money as being very beneficial to industry and
to the nation.

In fact. Walker refers to McCulloch to

show that he Is not alone In his opinion on this matter.&
Walker and McCulloch believed that a natural Increase In
the supply of money could happen In several ways. New
gold mines might be discovered within the borders of a
country.

A country might develop an export surplus and

have gold flow Into Its treasury.
Again the transactions approach can be seen.
Walker apparently read Mill, and like Mill the emphasis

^ ibid., p. 166.
^ »bid.. p, 226.

^ JLbld^, p. 229.
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was placed on Increases and decreases In the supply of
money.

Although Walker mentions velocity, ho does not

stress It. His emphasis Is on M and Its quantity.
Even though Walker was a man of great name In the
econonriic world and did much to spread the gospel of the
quantity theory, he did not develop the theory beyond anything that can be found In Mill's Principles.

It remained

for Simon Newcomb to add precision and refinement to the
theory*
Simon Newcomb
'II •

I

I — M « — X — — P » « » M — « —

Simon Newcomb was a professor of mathematics In
the United States Navy and at John Hopkins University,
H I S counsel was asked on all major Issues by both business
and government, and he wrote extensively on economics. He
had an International reputation as an astronomer,^

He was

perhaps the only American economist who strongly supported
the mathematical school of economics from its early beginnings.
Newcomb'5 development of the quantity theory is In
Book IV of his Principles of Political Economy«^ This

^ Dorfman, 2£. cit** p. 83.
o

Simon NsMcomb, Principles of Political Economy.
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1557J.
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book, entitled The Socletary Circulation, contains a rather
advanced monetary analysis for the time. He began by distinguishing very nicely between a flow of money and a fund
of money.

From here he explained that there are two funda-

mental flows in an economy—the flow of currency, or the
monetary circulation, and the flow of goods, or the Industrial circulation.

These two opposite circulations make

tip "the socletary circulation."

This circulation is of

vital Importance for the community.

Workers exchange their

services for money, the monetary circulation, and. In turn,
they exchange this money for goods, the Industrial circulation.

The whole functioning of a society Is based upon

this simple concept—an Inflow to one person Is an outflow
to another.
In his Principles, Newcomb spends considerable
time In developing and explaining methodology, a subject
which can be dispensed with here.

Only Chapter 111 of

Book IV Is of vital Importance to this analysis.

In an

economy at any given time there are certain amounts of
money, notes, and evidences of credit, expressed In dollars. In circulation.

This Is the volume of currency and

may be represented by a V.

Each dollar of the amount of

money circulates at different speeds. The average speed
or rapidity of circulation Is the average number of times
which each dollar changes hands during a given perlocu
This may be represented by the symbol R.
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in every community a cf^rtaln number of transfers
of goods and services must take place between Its members
for their well-balng.

Now these transfers are measured

In dollars In terms of prices during any given unit of
time, and the total transactions may be represented by K.
The current prices used In the transfers of goods and services may be represented by P.

Thus the formula:

V x R «

K X ? may be devised.
Newcomb explained that all four of the quantities
are subject to change. For example, suppose there Is a
change In V, the volume of currency.

Coin money may be

exported to a foreign country, or bank credit may be contracted.

If there Is a change on one side of the equation,

other things being equal, there must be a change of the
same proportion on the other side; so It may be expected
that prices would fall or transactions reduced.
When the volume of currency fluctuates, other conditions being equal, the purchasing power of each unit
varies Inversely as the whole number of units, so
that the total absolute value of the whole volume of
currency remains unaltered by changes In that volume.^
According to Newcomb, every society has a certain
speed at which m&ney circulates.

This speed may be re-

garded at a healthy maximum when every man who earns money

^ Mi*# p. 346.
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can buy with It what he wants without delay.

There are

factors wlilch may reduce the "normal rapidity" In a :o;nfwnlty, such as strikes or periods of business uncertainty
In which Investors hold money.

Likewise, there are factors

which encourage rapid spending, such as a rise In prices.
Now It would naturally follow that, other things
remaining the same, an increase or decrease In R would
cause a proportional Increase or decrease In K or P.

This

is an interesting point, for Newcomb seems to Imply that
V or R would be Initiators of any major change In the
equation.

Again It can be seen that the transactions

approm;h was being developed.

The general price level

and the nimiber of transactions are passive, depending
primarily on changes in the supply of money and possibly
changes In Its velocity.

Although he explained what would

happen If there were a change In K In the equation, he
gives no reason or explanation why there would be a change
in K unless It were motivated by a change In V or R.
Nm^K:;omb recognized and explained that there will
be a definite time lag between any changes In any quantity
In the equation and the ultimate revision of the equation.
Thus, ha apparently would give no stereotyped
answers, for different situation! will have different
results. How a change In one of the quantities will work
Itself out could depend upon such things as the mobility
of labor, the state of the Industrial arts, or even the
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tastes and preferences of a third party.

But, other things

remaining the same, prices will vary In the same proportion
as the supply of money.
Other Writers of the Period
Many popular statements of the quantity theory can
be found In the Journals of the day, such as the North
American Review, Hunt's Herchants* Magazlnej or Harper's
Weekly^

A very lucid statement of the quantity theory,

which sounds very similar to the definition of Francis
Walker, appeared In the May, 1881, Issue of The Banker's
Macjazine by an anonymous writer.

This writer maintained

that since supply and demand determine the values of other
commodities, then supply and ie^ and relationships must determine the value of money.

There Is nothing so peculiar

about money which woul f remove It from the operations of
supply and demand.

Next the writer pointed to history to

show that the quantity theory Is generally accepted.
In respect to metallic mc»iey. It has never been doubted
that the falling prices In Europe, or what Is the same
thinq, the rising value of money during the middle ages,
should be attributed to the gradual using up of the
large stocks of gold and silver, which had been accumulated In the Roman Empire, nor has It ever been doubted
that the great rise In prices which followed the discovery of America was caused by the working of the
gold and silver mines In the new world.»0

'^ * W w the Value of Money Is Regulated by Its
Quantity, Banker's MagayinA, XXXV (May, 1881), 857.
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in fact, this writer continued, no one seriously
doubts that the reasons lor the depressed prices In the
cofTinerclal world are the Increase of population relative
to the supply of precious metals and the demonetization
of silver nationally and Internationally,

There are many

examples of money becoming worthless because the quantity
Issued was too great.

For exanple, exacrjlne the French

Asslgnats, the Continental bills of the American Revolution, or the paper money of the Southern Confederacy.
After quoting lengthy passages from David RIcardo,
J, S. Mill, and J. R. McCulloch to she- that the value of
money Is determined primarily by Its quantity, the writer
stated that gold and silver should be used for money,
since they are scarce In relation to the population and
the values can be regulated very easily.
Many other writers In various sections of the
country promulgated crude statements of the quantity theory
of money.

N. A. Dunning maintained In his book. The

Philosophy of Prices (1887) that the "volume of currency
In circulation determines the level price of labor and
Its products."'^
Writing In the Arena Magazine, George C. Douglas
argued:

n Dorfman, o£. cit.., p. 114.
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The demand for money determines its value. The volume
of money relative to the volume of property and business determines the price of the property it Is required to serve as a medium of exchange.12
Some of the stateiTients of the quantity theory during this period were extremely crude and obviously bias?AH.
As the next chapter will show, many trio' to twist the
theory to mean what they wished to prove. But such was
not always the case. Walker and Newcomb recognized as
aole scholars, advanced the theory In the United States.

^2 George C. Douglas, **A Money Famine In a Nation
Rich In Money»s Worth," Arena Magazine, August, 1893,
p. 409.
^

CHAPTER III
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE QUANTITY THEORY Of MONEY
IN FEDERAL MONETARY POLICY
This chapter will present the economic highlights
of a monetary nature In the United States from 1873 to
1893.

Throughout the discussion of the events, opinions

of popular writers and economists will be Included so
that a better understanding of the opinions held can be
gained.
This was a turbulent period In American economic
history.

Dislocations caused by the Civil War were still

present.

Reconstruction had not ended in the South. The

western farmer had pushed the frontier back faster than
civilization could follow.

A new class of Industrialists

had risen during the war period and this group seemed to
Increase In political and economic power eu:.n year at the
expense of the agrarian Interests. Sectional agitation
was common.

The railroads were charging "exorbitant"

rates and the manufacturers In the East were "bleeding"
the farmers with their high prices for agricultural
machinery accord I nc; to the farming interests. On the other
hand the South and the West were alleged to be subversive
to national Interests with their pleas for freer trade.
About the middle of the i870's the controversies
28
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seemed to gravitate to two points:
money supply.

the tariff and the

The money supply r roMem was probably

paraiYiount for twenty years and then the tariff Issue came
to the forefront.

This monetary controversy w:* > between

two broad groups. There were the inflationists who were
interested In more circulating money; there were the deflationists who were willing to stand on the demonetization of silver and who pressed for resumption of specie
payment.
The broad group favoring Inflation was composed
of two major groups, the farmers who were heavily In debt
and the city workers who wanted higher wages. This was
the debtor group, and It was Interested in nx>re circulating money.

In opposition were the bankers and creditors

who favored deflation and a hard money.

These were the

"gold bugs," the group that was interested In keeping the
masses poor, according to the Inflationists.

These bank-

ers were pictured as sinister characters who counted their
gold and extracted their "pound of flesh" with great delight while the nation suffered with low prices and depression.
Why did each group feel as It did?

The following

pages In this chapter will explain the economic conditions
and remedies presented to solve the problems.
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The Greenback Issue
In order to finance the Civil War arid only because
the policy was the expedient thing to do. Congress authorized the Issuance of $450,000,000 In paper money which was
commonly called "greenbacks," Since the greenbacks were
backed by confidence only, their value fluctuated as the
fortunes of the Union Army fluctuated.

Shannon states

that their gold value fell as low as 35^ on the dollar In
July, 1864.'
Western farmers contracted large debts In order
to expand production to meet the Increased demand for
food for the war effort.

These debts were contracted with

highly inflated currency, and it vfas only natural that the
farmers expected to repay these debts with the same Infl-:ted currency*

However, the war boom began to end In 1867

and prices began to fall.

Agricultural prices also fell,

but the dollar amount of the debts remained the same. The
farmers developed an anti-KJeflatlonist attitude, which was
supported by the Democrats of the western states.
A depression came In 1873 and lasted four years.
During this period a movement was begun for the redemption
of the greenbacks, and apparently the Republicans felt

• Fred Shannon, America's Economic Growth, (3rd
ed. J Now York J Macml I fan Co., 15S1), p. 524.
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that a "sound currency" called for resun^tlon of specie
payments.

Thus, In 1875 a "lame-duck" Congress passed

a bill which provided that the Treasury should stand
ready on January I, 1879, to redeem In coir, any greenbacks presented.
The law requiring specie payments was not favored
by the agricultural groups of the West and South.

Such

movements were feared as attempts to restrict the money
supply and thus depress, or even lower, agricultural prices
In various parts of the Western states, farmers's groups
began agitating for political action.

In November, 1874,

a national Independent Party was formed at IndlanapolIs.^
The Independent parties of Illinois and Indiana took part
In this convention, along with various farmers' organizations, and the new party became known as the National
Greenback Party In 1875 and 1876.
The platform of this Independent Party In 1876
contained the following planks:
First. We desnand the lumediate and unconditional
repeal of the Specle*Resumptlon Act of January 14,
1875, and the rescue of our Industries from ruin
and disaster resulting from Its enforcement . . .
Second. We believe that a United States note
Issued directly by the Government, and convertible
on demand Into United States obligations bearing

Fred E. Haynes, Third Party fkyvements Since
the Civil War. (Iowa City: State Historical Society
of lowa, ivib), p, 105.
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a rate of Interest not exceeding one cent a day on
each $100, and exchangeable for United States notes
at par, will afford the best circulating medium ever
devised; such United States notes should be full legal
tender for all purposes except for payment of such
obligations as are by existing contracts expressly
made payable in colni and we hold that it Is the
dutv of the Government to provide such circulating
medium, and Insist In the language of Thomas Jefferson, that ^'bank paper must be suppressed and the
circulation restored to the nation, to whom It
belongs."3
The foil oiling song was apparently written by one
of the greenbackers and when sung to the - jne of "My Country 'Tls of Thee" expressc^d very aptly the feeling these
people held against the gold standard.
Thou, Greenback, 'tis of thee.
Fair money of the free.
Of thee we sing.
And through all coming time
Great bards In every clime
Will sing with loyful rhyme.
Gold Is not king.
Then smash old Shylock's bonds.
With all his gold coupons.
The banks and rings*
Monopolies nujst fall,
Rich paupers work In Jail,
The right will then prevail.
Not money klngs,^

York:

^ Kirk H. Porter, National Party Platforms, (New
Macmlllan Co., 1924), pp. 91-92.

York:

^ Arthur Nussbaum, A History of the Dollar^ (New
Columbia University Press, l « 7 ) , p. 132.
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And after 1878 the Greenback Party began to decline and its members joined the free silver movement.
It seems that cheap money was the motive, so the type of
money used made very little difference.
Demonetization of Silver
Silver was demonetized In the United States In
1873 by an Act of Congress,

The deed was accomplished by

simply removing the silver dollar from the list of approved
coins and In Its place was substituted a trade dollar In
silver to be used only In foreign exchanges. Much has
been written Indicating that the demonetization of silver
was the result of an International conspiracy of bankers
who wanted to enslave the world by controlling the supply
of gold.

These so-called "gold bugs" could do this by

taking the "people's money" (silver) from them by demonetization and, since they controlled (or were supposed to
have controlled) the major portion of the world's gold,
these bankers would subject the farmers and working classes
to their whims and desires.
A. C, FIsk, a popular writer of the day, writing
In 1893^ explained the result of the 'Crime of 1873,'

^ A. C. FIsk, "Does This Country Demand the Free
Coinage of Silver?", Arena Magazine, August, 1893, pp.
57-69.
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When Silver was demonetized It had the effect of placino
a 50% tax on the farmer In the Interests of the creditor
class.

This was vicious class legislation designed to

subject the debtor to the creditor and cause him to give
up more products and labor In order to pay his debts and
mortgages.

There Is no justice In actions like this,

*The gold trust has never yet fastened Its fanqs upon any
country that it has not finally enslaved the producers

it6
.

•

According to Flsk, low farm prices are the cause
of the low silver prices. Therefore, In order to get
higher farm prices It Is necessary to have free coinage of
silver, for everyone should know that the greater the
volume of money In a country, the greater the degree of
prosperity.
For many years prior to 1873 silver was not taken
to the mint for coinage.

Perhaps the two most Important

reasons for this were first, the greenbacks Issued to
finance the Civil War drove the silver money out of circulation, and second, the \*orld price of silver bullion was
higher than the coinage value of the same number of grains
of silver.^

^ ibid., p, 59.
^ The market value of the silver in the dollar was
$K02 on the world market at the time. A. Barton Hepbur.i,
A History of Currency |n the United States, (New York:
Macmlllan Co., 1924^, p. 271.
"^

.
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The full impact of the demonetization of silver
was not felt In the United States until several years
J iter the demonetization.

;;-rr;.ar;Y demonetized silver and

adopted the gold standard In 1871, Holland In 1873, the
Latin Union In 1874 and 1875, Spain in 1874, and Sweden,
Norway and Denmark In 1875.^ These events coupled with
the new discoveries of silver In Nevada caused the world
price of silver to fall.
The silver Interests along with "the greenbackers,"
and other Inflationists groups began a movement for the
free coinage of silver at the old mint ratio of 16 to 1.
The silver Interests felt that government action providing
for the unlimited coinage of silver would inc! e::se the
demand for their product and thus raise the price.
The events of history proved to be very favorable
for their arguments.

Business began to decline In early

1873, and In 1874 and 1875 the country was In a depression.
The Inflationists and free silver spokesmen could point
back and say that the demonetization of silver had caused
this depression with Its low prices and low wages.

In

fact, their arguments Indicated a cause and effect relationship:

the money supply was reduced by the demoneti-

zation of silver which caused a business depression.

° E, W, Kenroerer, Money, (New York:
Company, 1939), p, 367,

The

Macmlllan
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remedy, then, became very simple:

increase the *^' : ly of

fnoney by the free and unlimited coinage of silver.
While Congress was debating the various issues
presented, a very important conference took place at
Indianapolis, Indiana, In 1878. This was the international
Monetary Conference.

The Conference seemed to be syrif|:^-

thetlc toward silver.
Francis Walker was one of the principal speakers.
t

He nna I nta I ned that demonetization In 1873 was not good for
the economy and he attributed the depression of 1874 and
1873 to this reduction In the money supply.
The very suddenness of the change, and violence by
which It has been accorm>anled, would suffice to snow
this, did we not know that the rejection of silver
has been effected by action distinctly political,
the laws or decrees of government,—those laws and
decrees having. It Is notorious, been sungested and
urged by political economists of a certain school.
Incited thereto. In no small measure, by reconmendations of a Conference not wholly unlike the present.
I refer to the Conference of 1867;9
Walker maintained here, as elsewhere, that the
source of the trouble was a reduced money supply and Its
concurrent reduced prices.

These reduced prices actually

meant reduced profits—the prime mover In economy.

Walker, og^. cite* p. 160
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:1n;:o-Al ] !-un Act

-*»-•*» " « >m^.

The man of the hour for the inflationists groups
was Richard P. Bland, (Dem., Missouri), who lntr'>r'uced the
bill which was subsequently to be known as the BlandAllison Act,
Presid^n

The Bland-Allison Act, which was passed over

Hayes' veto In 1878, required that the Secretary

of the Treasury make monthly purchases of not less than $2
million and not more than $4 million In silver each month.
This silver was to be purchased at the market price and
coined Into standard silver dollars. Although the bill
did not provide for free coinage. It acted as a compromise
for the free silver advocates and the gold standard groups.
In actual operation^ the Bland-Allison Act was
disappointing to friend and foe alike.

There were five

gold-standard Presidents during the 12-year life of the
Bland»All Ison Act, all of whom made only the minimum purchases of silver,

in all, 370,166,000 silver dollars were

coined,^^ but the coins were not circulated very widely.
People objected to the heavy "cartwheels," but the situation was remedied somewhat by authorization to Issue silver certificates on one, two, and five dollar denominations

\r, 1886.

'° Shannon, o£. d t . , p, 410.
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The Bland-Allison Act was Ineffective for the task
assigned.

Shannon expressed It this ways

There was really no Inflation under the act. From
1882 to 1890 national bank notes to the amount of
$173,000,000 were retired, from $100,000,000 to
twice as much was out of circulation as a constant
treasury surplus, and the gold reserve held : ack
a like amount. The greatest Incredse during these
years was gold, which grew from $213,200,000 In
1878 to $695,563,000 In 1890. The per capita of
money had crept up fra $18.97 In 1875 to $22.82
In 1890. but Increasing commercial demands more
than nullified this slight change.»'
The Bland-All I son Act failed to bring the desired
relief to the debtor groups or to stabilize the price of
silver.

From 1886 to 1895 cotton averaged 7.7-^ a poundj

corn was bringing 36»7c per bushel; wheat vias bringing
67.3c per bushel.
hopeless.

The farm situation looked especially

Actual prices to the farmer were less than the

quotations In newspapers. Debts Incurred during the high
inflation of the Civil War acKJ shortly thoraafter remained
the same.

Shannon stated that In 1890 over 35% of the

total value of all farms In the United States which were
operated by owners were mortgaged.*^
Farmers' groups sprang up throughout the South and
West which were reminiscent of the earlier Grange movement.

^' tbid.. pp. 410-411.

^^ Ibid.
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These groups wanted such things as free coinage of silver,
cheap loans to farmers on nonperl?hable crops, real estate
loans to farmers at 2% Interest, and certain per capita
sums of circulating money.
By 1890 enough support was aroused and enough
political deals effected to pass the Sherman Silver Purchase Act and the McKlnley Tariff, The Sherman Act was
another compromise me^isure which provider! for the purchase
of 4,500,000 ounces of silver per month at the current
market price.
The Sherman Silver Act was not very satisfactory
to either the Inflationist groups or the gold stan'ard
groups.

In fact, the Sherman Act proved to be less Infla-

tionary than the Bland-Allison Act, since under the Sherman Act the same number of ounces would be purchased
regardless of the marlcet prices and fev/er treasury notes
would have been Issued,
The Populist Party was the outgrowth of much of
the dissatisfaction with the currency situation. The party
was originally founded at a national convention held at
Cincinnati, Ohio, f4ay 19, l89l.'^ This People's Party was
perhaps the outgrowth of the earlier Greenback Party and

•3 "^he People's Party," Encyclopedia Americana,
^ ^
Vol . XXI (1959), p, 560.
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National Farmer's Alliances and was composed of farmers
and laborers alike.

The original convention platform

called for:
The free and unlimited coinage of silver; the abolition of the national banking svsteiuj the Issue of
flat money In sufficient quantity to transact the
business of the country on a cash basis, and the loan
of such currency to the people at not more than 2%
per annum on nonpar Ishable agricultural products;
national ownership of all means of public communication and transportation; a qraduated Income tax;
popular election of United States senators; the
adoption of the Initiative and referendum In leglslatlonj did the prohibition of alien ovmershlp of
land.»4
for the 1892 presidential campaign the Populists
united with the Western Democrats and carried 22 electoral
votes.

Grover Cleveland was elected on the tariff Issue,

with both the Democrats and Republicans stra<?:dllng the
silver Issue.

Shortly after the new President took office

the country was swept by another panic.

Heavy speculation

In railroads and Industrial concerns, plus a depression in
Europe, were the principal causes of that panic. There
were widespread uneiT^loyment, wage cuts, lockouts, and
general social distress.

As farm prices dropped lower and

lower. Populism gained new converts.
To many, and especially to the Populists, the
cause of the trouble was the lack of money In the country.

14

Mi^
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In an article entitled "Save the Americ/?^ Home," I. £. Deen
had this to say:
The shrinkage of the volume of currency since 1879
throughout the civilized world, has caused more
business failures, more misery, more heartache,
more suicides, more ruined homes, and more drunkards
than all other causes combined.
It has filled our country with rented farms, our
cities with'tramps and mil 1 Icmalres, both Inimical
to the best Interests of the people.
,•»

The continual strain of trying to keep up under
adverse circumstances has filled our Insane asylums
with :a:]krupts, our poor-houses vrflth paupers, and
our prisons with crlins .als*
Legislation for a quarter of a century had discriminated In favor of unemployed, Idle capital, and
against the wealth producer of our country.15
To Deen, the Populist movement was the only answer
to the distressed throughout the country.

The first two

planks In the platform were a pet capita circulation of
legal tender to $50 and the unlimited free coinage of
silver*

All the evidence pointed to the shortage of money

as the problem.

For exanple. In 1865 and 1866 the United

States had a very large volume of money In circulation and
prices were very high; there were only 530 business failures in IBG5 and 632 In 1866, but In 1890 and 1891 there
were 10,673 and 12,394 failures when the supply of money
was very low.
1c

I. E, Deen, "Save the American Home," Arejia
Magazine^ August, 1893, p. 41.
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Deen quotes David Hume's famous passage from his
®*say On Money to show how an Increased money supply benefits a country.
We find that In every Kingdom Into which moria/ begins
to flow In greater abundance than formerly, everything
takes a new face; labor and Industry gain life; the
merchant becomes more enterprising, the manufacturer
more diligent and skillful, and even the farmer follows his plough with areater alacrity and attention.
A nation whose money decreases Is actually at that
time weaker and more miserable than another nation
which possesses no money, but Is on the Increasing
side.
Falling prices and misery and destruction are Inseparable companions. The disasters of the Dark Ages
were caused by decreasing money and falling prices.
With the Increase of money, laoor and Industry gain
new life.'6
The severe panic which hit In 1893 caused widespread distress.

Although the government had been buying

silver at the rate of 4,500,000 ounces per month according
to the provisions of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act, a
"Currency famine" was blatwed as the cause of the trouble.
What happened was this:

In June of 1893 the mints of

India were closed to silver and the price dropped to 65^
per mince.

People In this country began hoarding gold as

exports of gold Increased.

As bank after bank vCiS faced

with the problem of redeeming the paper currency in gold,
failures became common, yet many banks had gold.^^

'^ M±*>

P. 47.

17 Nussbaum, o£, cljt^., p. |39.
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The major problem seemed to be that there was not
enough money in clrjjlatlon in the econom/ to handle the
normal transactions of the d^y-t -c^/ business.

In a

paper presented on SepterT*>er 13, 1893, ' furore the American
Economic Association, Walke^ rnalntalned that the Panic of
1893 Is a striking example of the Importance of circulating hand-to-hand currency,^^

Regardless of the amount

of credit available. It Is the actual money which Is
"the vital blood of coririerce."
For weeks the nation walked along the very edge of a
precipice, under a strain which could not possibly
have continued for as many weeks longer without hurling Industry and trade Into the bottom of the abyss.
All this time the trouble v^as not the want of capital,
for the nation had n^Bver been so rich; not the lack
of credit In commercial relations, for the history of
the world may be searched In vain to find an equally
remarkable example of the readiness of merchants and
bankers to trust each other and to support each other,
even at the risk of their own fortunes. The trouble
was all In the sudden withdrawal of a portion of the
nation's money supply due to the distrust of financial
leolslatlon. This was all, and this was enough to
bring the U. S. nearer to general ruin than It has
ever been before since the war made us a nation
Indeed.19

'S Walker, o£. clt.., p. 207
^^ Ibid.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION'S
How important was the quantity theory of money in
shaping political views and econofJc policy between 1873
and 1893?

The circumstantial evidence demonstrates that

both sides In the monetary Issues of the late nineteenth
century were infected with the quantity theory of money.
Classlcdi econofiiic theory, as developed by RIcardo,
Mill, and McCulloch, held sway during that period.

Mill's

Principles of Political Economy was published in 1848 and
It became the most widely used economics textbook In Europe
and the United States for years to come. The writings of
economists were studied very car?5fully then, ju^Jt as students of economics study the more modern writings today.
Classical theory, being almost universally accepted, paved
the way for the development of the quantity theory of
money.
Leading proponents of the quantity theory In the
United States were economists Francis Walker and Simon
Newcomb.

Walker's popularity was enhanced by his becoming

president of the American Economic Association In the
I890's.

Newcomb, In a principles of economics text,

developc&d a working equation of exchange which he called
the socletary circulation.
44
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It seems beyond much doubt that the writings of
these two men, coupled with the English classicists, were
read by the educated men of the period.

It Is true that

these men and the quantity theory were not mentioned In
the speeches and magazine articles, but that does not
prove that they were not the source of the ideas expressed.
Rather, the similarities are so great that one cannot help
believing that they were the source. For example, the
article referred to In Chapter Three by A. C, FIsk gave
an explanation of the quantity theory of money without
ever mentioning the theory as such.

Yet It Is obvious

that FIsk Is explaining the quantity theory. He want;;;d
more money to raise prices and this rise In prices would
be proportional to the Increase In the supply of money.
When students one hundred years from now study the
period 1930 to 1960, they may have the same problem that
Is faced here.

After one has studied a subject and be-

comes thoroughly familiar with the material. It Is very
difficult to trace every thought to osie man or theory.
The same would be true of the last decades of the ninete^ith century.

Just because certain economic tlieorles

were not labeled as such does not mean that these theories
did not shape thought.

On the contrary. If st sounded

like the quantity theory, then It probably was the quantity
theory.
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The debates during the early 1860*8 are replete
with statements that show that the Senators and Representatives feared Inflation from an over Issue of the paper
currency proposed,

A very Influential opponent of the

paper currency was Representative Roscoe Conkling of New
York.

One statement from him should Indicate the fears

that many had concerning this bill,

in a speech In the

House of Representatives, February 4, 1862, he said:
It will, of course, proclaim throughout the country
a saturnalia of fraud—a carnival for rogues. Every
agent, attorney, treasurer, trustee . . . merchant
. • . and every debtor of fiduciary character who
had received for others money, hard money, worth a
hundred cents In the dollar, will forever release
himself from liability by buying up for knavish
purpose, at Its depreciated value, the spurious
currency which we shall have put afloat . . . Think
of savings banks entrusted with enormous aggregates
of pittances of the poor, the hungry, and the homeless, the stranger . . .•
He feared that an over Issue of this money would r^ducvIts purchasing power.

Despite the fears which existed,

the greenbacks were used to finance the war because they
were expedient.
Inflation did result from the greenback currency.
Agricultural prices rose; farmers In the Western states
who were supplying grain for the war effort, borrowed to
expand production.

When the war ended, these farmers were

^ Congressional Globe> February 4, 1862, pp.
633 ""63 5.
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deeply In debt.

They wanted to discharge these debts In

the same inflated currency with which they had Incurred
the debts.

They resisted any contraction of the currency

because they realized that any reduction In the currency
would cause prices to fall and increase the burden of
their debts.
Of course, these farmer^ did not think In f: r is
of an equation of exchange or "a money function." They
faced the problem first hand.

When the state bank notes

were taxed out of existence during the war, the Western
states were affected more severely for they had very little
circulation of money other than these notes.

Coin seemed

to migrate to the Eastern states, and these farmers apparently observed that a contracting money supply generally
meant lower prices for them—a crude statement of the
quantity theory.
The quantity theory Is evident from a study of the
Bland-Allison Act.

After the 'Crime of 1873' was discov-

ered, the Inflationists writers Immediately said that the
contraction of the money supply had caused the low prices
and the depression.

An expansion of the money supply vi^i

greenbacks had caused high prices and prosperity during an
early period, consequently, the free coinage of silver
would cause an Increase In the money supply and bring
prosperity.
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According to Treasury figures and competent
financial scholars, the sliver dollar had not been coined
for many years prior to "demonetization" In 1873, and the
dropping of the silver dollar was merely a recognition of
conditions.

That, however, made no difference In the

arguments of the debtor classes.

Until 1873 the United

States had been on a bimetallic standard; In 1873 the
silver dollar was dropped from the list of approved coins.
Thus, the money supply was cut 50% and burden of all debts
Increased 50%—simple logic—or so many of the writers
would lead one to believe.
On the surface the economic events seemed to point
to the actual working of the quantity theory.

Whether the

theory was actually working was of minor importance.

The

significant factor was that It looked as If It were working.

And the debtor and Inflationists groups acted as If

It were.
The controversy between the Inflationists and
deflationists was carried In two nationally circulated
magazines. The Arena, which took the Inflationists viewpoint, and The Nation, which took the deflationists viev/.
Both magazines used the quantity theory In their arguments.

On the one hand, the Inflationists v/o .ted more

money because prices would rise and relieve the debtors
of their burdensome debts.

On the other hand, the
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deflationists opposed increases in the supply of money
because prices would rise and injure the creditor class.
Both positions assumed the quantity theory of money.
A look at this problem from another angle Is
enlightening.

After the 'Crime of 1873' was discovered

the silver Interests joined forces with the Inflationists
and greenbackers to argue for free coinage of silver for
the avowed purpose of bringing prosperity to the country.
They argued that a reduction In the money supply In 1873
had caused the depression of 1874 through 1878 and that
free coinage would Increase the money supply, raise prlc.
and bring prosperity.

This Is essentially the position of

the early quantity theorists.

Newcomb seemed to assume

that In the equation V x R « K x P, V and R are the Initiation or causal factors.

Here the Inflationists argued

that an Increase In the volume of currency (V) via free
coinage would bring a change In K or P, but probably P,
The farmers who were In debt were especially
Interested In an Increase In P and If this change were
proportional to the change In V, they wanted V Increased
as much as possible.

Their debts were large and the

prices of their products were low, thus they wanted an
Increase In the money supply.
One of the planks In the Populist platform was a
per capita circulation of currency of $50.

This was
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especially vital to the Western states where there were
few people and few banks.

In the Eastern states huge sums

were transferred each day through checks and other credit
Instruments.

This was not the case In the West where

checks and credit transactions were not common.

Money

was needed for circulation and the larger the circulation
of money, the higher the prices were to go. The quantity
theory would be at work.
The evidence to support this thesis Is primarily
circumstantial, but It Is very apparent that the monetary
views between 1873 and 1893 were Influenced by the quantity theory of money as expressed by the transactions
approach.

The emphasis was placed on the one independent

variable—the supply of money.

There could be no other

basis for the monetary views because the quantity theory
of money was the only theory of money which was highly
developed and generally accepted during this period.
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